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Today's webinar on the Foobar plugin will begin at 1pm Central
time.
The chat room will open a little before 1pm (Central)
We will begin in about 40 minutes.
Anyone here use mulitsite and know how to apply settings for which
sites have access to which plugins? I know how to do themes, but
having trouble figuring out plugin permissions.
"Chris - you need to allow ""Administrators"" to enable/activate
plugins."
Once you allow that, you as the Administer or any user who has
admin capabilities can activate specific plugins
Future versions of WordPress is looking at a similar way that
themes are enabled
but right now its just up to an Admin
Got it. Thanks!
When's the podcasting class going online?
I'm going to have to wait until Justin gets back in town.
Our goal is to always get the webinar uploaded within 24 hours
but he went out of town.
Benjamin, when I try to renew my WD membership, the form is
telling me that my username is already taken. I suppose I'm using
the wrong form to do this. Yes?
@pixeljuice - yeah, that sounds a little strange. Can you contact
sales@webdesign.com
Char and her team should be able to help out
Yes. Will do. Thanks.
"This webinar is a great ""addon"" you can ""sell"" to clients."
Will be fun to dig into this plugin.
Also, put it on your calendar, I'll be doing a special presentation of
the new WebDesign.com website and how to use the site along
with some previews of upcoming features tonight at 6pm Central
BUT it will be in a new location.
We're going to try out Join.me
You will need to logon to http://join.me/professor
Foobar is cool. I got one set up on a ministry site I do (personal).
I've got to debug javascript though. For some reason it works in
preview but not live.
i wonder if its a conflict with another plugin
Greetings All...I renewed my tool kit with the Coupon - and feel
great about it!!
Could be... it's on localhost too. So we'll see if it corrects itself when
I go live with it.
Good Afternoon everyone.
Awesome news Sanford
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hi @sanford and @tanja
Thanks @BB - felt like i was making money!
Hey @Chris and @Tanja and all.
Hello @Sanford, Chris & BB
G'Day All from The State of Corruption. A beautiful autumn day
here, with the sun streaming into my room.
We'll get started in just a second... just have to turn a few things on.
@Benjamin. Renewed/extended my Webdesign membership this
morning with the special discount code - now a mwmbwer well into
the coming years !
I had issues logging in today. Suddenly my stored (1password)
webdesign login no longer worked. I had to reset the password.
Very odd!
Al I need now if for a discount coupon to renew/extend my
PluginBuddy membership !
Howdy from Houston!
good afternoon
Hello Back
greets to mrs. benjamin
@BB, is there no Foobar Unlimited Sites version? Hello @BB's wife
okey dokey
@benjamin... is it best to just start deactivating plugins one at a
time to see if one is conflicting?
Mornin' folks
no long unannounced
:-)
Sweet!
http://join.me/professor
Hi all. So glad to be here, I need some refreshment.
I have join.me installed but never used it.
hi @kerry
This will be cool! What time tonight?
http://join.me/professor
Whew!
Yes, he certainly did - CLT20 !
Hi Valerie!
I'm a West Indian who is NOT a Chris Gayle fan
Hi guys!
Okay Tanja - Why not ?
Hi Ruanna, I got my package... that was very sweet of you
Hi guys. Happy Monday.
Hi barbara
He doesn't seem to care about REAL cricket....the 5 days kind that
real cricket fans love
Glad you got it!
Hi barb!
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@BB, in what countries have you seen cricket matches live?
I surfed in South Africa!
@Tanja. Okay. But that is where the money is
@Benjamin - but not in my home country, eh !
too many of those 'sportsmen' nowadays care about money before
love of the game
yep
Just added another year in my WebDesign membership. Great
Sale!
How you been Kerry?
Wow!
Why is it when BB does webinars I can see 100% of the screen and
all the others, I can only grab 60 someyhng percent?
I am here
Yaaaay Kerry!
@Tanja. Yes, agree, but then how do they make their money
otherwise. Certainly a topic for big discussions
Hi Kerry!
LOLOL, oh no
Beetlejuice...Beetlejuice...Beetlejuice
hi all
Hi @Ruth
I was laughing over the shopp webinar all weekend...
@MJ, I can only speak as a West Indian. I feel the entire WI team
should play for free since they perform so badly. And they love to
argue about pay
the chat, I mean.
"@BB, What's the ""Join Me"" screen for?"
@BB, you had that link there...lol...of course, I'm going to check it
out.
hey ya'll...
@DavidR, howdy...
whew! Made it!
hey, just noticing that the panda bear at top right of the screen says
that the chat is offline. Yet here we are.
Good for you, @Wayward. Good to see you today.
just made it. Hi all.
hello Barbara
Hey @BAR :)
@BB, I can't get your PDF to print or save...
Oh...
thx
Is this the Saving Private Ryan Webinar I signed up for???
@BB love that ur doing this via Google docs
wow, thought I was going to miss this webinar, my internet failed ....
but came back
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clever name!
what is the joine me professor link??
mine took a LONG time to load too
Hi Everyone..
Hello All - Trust you all had a brilliant weekend!
offtopic, being able to drag browser windows like BB does, is that a
Mac thing?
No
@Tanja. I hear you. But ALL countries have their ups and downs
and at least the WI did have a world domination period
@BB we can only see your survey not the abar
@Tanja can do it in Windows 7
WHAT IF I DO ALL THAT
But now on FOOBAR
It's awesome
Both
in footer also
yet
I do it in pages, posts... sidebar
not yet - but definitely plan too!
@Kerry, you use Foobar, don't you?
@ChrisM Same as you now as purchased FooBar last week
I use foobar on my http://ultimatesoultion.biz site
Was that a fly that @BB just killed ?
@Kerry, that's what I thought.
oh no, the jokes begin...
lol
love it!
We love it!
And why? Because I saw that BB had it in his plugins during a
webinar so I had to go and look at it. lol
I love that you can rename it for clients
@kerry - yes saw it on your US website - looks cool!
@Kerry, you're good...
and @CoachB is also missing
"Why does it say ""No Plurals""???"
I call it Ultimate Messages
cool
I like ultimate bar with peanuts
OH, yes, I did call it Ultimate message, lol, not messages
@DavidP, good to see you today.
Hi Barb
that is super
HA! I need to update my FB, the link has changed...
How would you allow them to share on THEIR account?
Hi All!
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what if they dont have the icon, can we add one
@Benjamin - Is Google+ there?
Is FooBar only available at the top or can it be positioned to one
side of the screen or another?
sidebar foobar?
widget foobar?
I meant on the side of the screen like the ithemes tabs to the right
@Benjamin - Thanks.
@Roz, good to see you today. Have you been well?
Beware....if you don't name it and do all your customization and hit
create without naming it? It all goes away and you start over.
How do I know this?
That's none of your business!
@ChrisMalone I take it you speak from experience :)
But it happened 3 times.
@ChrisM...sounds like the voice of experience...
Slow learner
@Chris - LOL
hey Roz, did you get the email for purchase discounted WebDesign
Membership... they said it was the biggest discount for the rest of
the year
Love live previews.
@valerie - me too!
@Kerry, are you talking about the 45% coupon code?
@kerry - email for discount - - - for renewals too?
It pushes down all content?
I just renewed too.
@Michelle yes just sign in and you should be able to see a discount
code
so the Preview automatically shows - or do you have to do
something - to get it to show?
@K tku
can you show the collapsed state, BB
got it!
@Sandford - An option in the top righthand side box
thanks.
Here is the link to the blog post: http://ithemes.com/2011/09/27/
save-30-45-on-top-web-design-training/
I have clients who don't want to super-emphasize SN, so this is
good.
thanks @MJ.
BB- can you put a link to a pdf on the foobar?
@Andi the message part coming up is even more impressive
there is already a lot of built in css right in the plugin too
COOOOL
That's awesome that you can use any rss!
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@BB you have RSS disabled
I'm an enabler
@Wawayrd lol
i love you can enter multiple msgs
Update?
Unless you're using feedburner...
oooooooh.
nice
Can you do more than one rss feed?
@Chel and when you add a page or post on the actual page or
post it asks which one or ones to show when a visitor is ther
On the same foobar?
@BB, I tried to explain what an RSS feed was to a client and
confused them. Is there a simple explanation to give?
nope
http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
nope
Not in years! I forgot it existed.
sounds like DOS - free?
nice
even better.
That'S cool @kerry
the UI is certainly cool.
the interface is fun
y@BB your twitter sign in is still showing too
what did i miss besides 23 minutes?
@Tim man you blew it... it is just aout done....jk, not much
Can you do the tweets again. You did that too fast.
@Tim, glad you made it. Just going over the settings of Foobar
Howdy folks... had to catch it by phone till now
@Nathan, we were wondering about you.
@Nathan be sure to download and READ the download, lol
Glad you made it
Don't I want visitors to share on THEIR Social sites?
@Kerry - good tip :P
is BB still there?
any semi transparent options for the bar?
@Nathan we are stars... hehehe
pixeljuice u could prolly do that with custom css
that works too wayward. thanks
omg, that's great
that is a well thought-out plugin
"Ahhh... I see that! (heard the name drop earlier too) I was picking
up the kids and my oldest said ""did he just talk about you?""
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I promote iThemes on theme articles and PluginBuddy on Plugin
articles in my blog
Yeah pretty amazing it's only 9 bucks.
Hi @nathan.
Howdy Chris... you back stateside?
Yeah, got back Saturday at noon.
The amazing thing about plugins is that you can get really well
thoughtout and designed plugins like foobar for only $9.00 and
other crappy ones cost much more.
$9/use... remember codecanyon plugins have the weird licensing...
one per site - but still cheap so good either way.
Yeah but you can upsell it for $50 each
Benjamin, what theme are you using on WP Chef?
@chris oh yes for sure
Hi Carol! Good to see you
@Carol - that's Encased
"I use this personally... So it is $9 for ""EACH"" WordPress
Instalation?"
@Carol Encased
Nathan beat me
Woohoo...that is now ME!
Have clients I mean.
:)
@Kerry & @Nathan - thanks
@Roz yes
Yes... please send a $10 royalty each time you use that name
The Ultimator
@Nathan, I like it
"Hi Kerry! Nice to ""see"" you too :)"
How does this compare to the wibiya toolbar?
you can rename it right? so they wouldn't know it's foobar you
added?
@Chel yes
If the client is setup as an editor, do they have access to this?
Hi @Nathan
Hi Michelle :)
downstairs now making lunch - @MO, LOL I was wondering about the name change
wondering if you can place a foobar in a widget
anyone have a code canyon affiliate link?
Do you have a link for CodeCanyon Foobar so that we use your
affiliate link?
it's outside your layout
OK, outside the page/site. got it
the link in the pdf is BB's I believe
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http://codecanyon.net/item/foobar-wordpress-notification-bars/
411466/KerryCarron
it's hung on one of them there hooks
Hi Valerie!
http://codecanyon.net/item/foobar-wordpress-notification-bars/
411466?ref=BenjaminBradley
"so if it's ""outside"" your site, does it play nice with backup buddy
or do you need to know any BUB configs to get it to backup the
settings?"
http://codecanyon.net?ref=cdghosting
@Tim it is still a plugin sostill should be in the BU
@Tim - not outside your site, outside your layout. BUB will do fine
with it
@Nathan...ok.
@Kerry - in the family room :)
Could you put a Gravity Form subscribe form in the FooBar?
Still on upstairs
@Jerry - nice idea!
A GF shortcode maybe?
Get out! That's cool.
@BB - would a shortcode work?
Kerry, just used yours.
avoid the eye
pigs?
I miss the eye
I think we just broke BB
Gotta love live training!
Have you seen Print Friendly http://www.PrintFriendly.com? You
can print almost any webpage/blog and create PDF as well. VERY
NICE. It is a WordPress Plugin
Oh FriendFriendly is FREE.
can you put a foobar at the bottom of your page?
MEANT: PrintFriendly is FREE
oops... here is an affiliate link that will actually work for whoever
asked: http://codecanyon.net/item/foobar-wordpress-notificationbars/411466?ref=KerryCarron
thnx @Roz
Maybe a sticky bottom?
eww
just looking for a way to de-emphasize it a bit, without having it
collapsed
@doug... just sit in honey
LOL!
@kerry it took me to a bad page, but it should have recognized
your affiliate link, hopefully.
@Valerie the the one just above should work, no?
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@BB Ctrl-F and search for it
@Roz, PrintFriendly works pretty slick...most times. It doesn't
display properly on archive pages sometimes though.
Find > Header
You just passed a bunch of add_actions about 1/3 of the way down
hope others are interested in this... I appreciate the effort here
@Valerie, not like I will make much on a $9.00 purchase but hey, I
will take anything...
@Andi I am too so thanks for asking
what does 'echo' out a style mean?
thanks, would love to know that.
@Aditi - that's where the php file inserts the css for foobar into the
web page
thx nathan
Ugh.. My net is
"@Aditi - in php ""echo"" means put something somewhere"
Good for member areas too
@Nathan do you have a few minutes sometime soon? I would like
to run a challenge by you
How to use Share buttons?
Facebook...
BB: how do you style your custom html?
@BB - does foobar goof up absolute positioning like the WP admin
bar?
Okay.
Did we conclude that there is no way to move from top to right or
left?
wow nice
See you all next time.
@Benjamin THANK YOU !!!
Bye, @Roz
@BB -- can show us how to style your custom 'hello'
I want to put an upside down Panda in a foobar
Did this replace the admin bar or is the admin bar deactivated?
Me neither
@Nathan, I'd like to know how also...
What if the client turns it on with the Foo bar?
From last week?
Here is some gee whiz info: Typekit has been acquired by Adobe.
@Kerry, really? hmm.
@Kerry -- what's typekit?
What's the downside of a client seeing the admin bar?
Back upstairs :)
@Kerry - I'll bet the Master has some take on that
I think it confuses them too
haha - okay thanks!
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I can't stand the admin bar
"It messes with all those ""Above the fold"" types"
You use that code from last week to disable it? What's a good
explanantion for them not to use the admin bar?
Client to me: there's a bar that gives everyone access to my web
site at the top fo the page
@BB - will it set on top of a regular image?
@Nathan I bet he would be surprised if he did not already know
@BB, did Webdesign.com use Foobar to add the upside down
Pando on the right hand side?
Let me hear that client imitation again!!
Never underestimate the ability of the client not to stay told.
I don;t even like the 'edit post' link, never mind the whole admin bar
@Barb no, that is part of their new live chat stuff
@Kerry, thx
which is basically everything
What's the php page to put in that filter code to disable the bar?
it's poobar
@Nathan...lol...man, you crack me up.
add_filter( 'show_admin_bar', '__return_false' );
thank you for that!
ty @BB
@BB, does that turn it off for all admins of the site?
Nice bonus!
great
I still don't get why it is there at all
https://join.me/professor
cool name
@Kerry - someone must have thought it was a good idea...
OMG
Oh cool... it's LogMeIn
@BB - I can't make it -- will you be posting it for later viewing?
yes yes yes!
Has audio too?
Yes, please.
https://join.me/professor
It's a LogMeIn product... I love their stuff
I love logmein
6pm central?
Kerry that's funny I just got he email from TypeKit
do we have to be join.me members first?
thanks proFOOser
@James, that is how I knew, LOL
6 pm central?
It looks like you can do on the fly screen shares with join.me
sweet
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6 central
@BB thanks!
https://join.me/126-975-922 (test)
Cool Webinar - Thanks @BB!
@Rona good question I would have been late (again)
yep, thanks BB
@BB - Thanks, Always Great!
@BB - add a second monitor to my MacBook Pro - Love it - thanks
for the suggestion
thanks @BB!
Thanks BB!
Thanks!
^PM CENTRAL????
I'm lookin' at Val's screen :)
Good day all See you at Join.me
I will be late, but I'll be there!
Kerry, he said 6 pm central
6PM CENTRAL??? Tonight?
ty
does the member sale end today?
Glad the ical feed is finally working!
I think I missed a bunch last week or two, wasn't getting notified
bye everyone. good night
@Nathan, the ical feed works now??? oh good!!
Me too @wayward - or maybe everyone was recovering from the
live event.
See you All later
@BB - how did you get the /professor url? Pro version?
Bye everyone, see ya next time!
@Nathan, I missed if you answered if you have some time to chat
soon
by Ruanna
what did u say about our logins not working on the new
webdesign.com site?
Nathan - I'm testing out the pro version
@Kerry... missed that... I'm about to crank up Skype
@Cherylp sign in with your iThemes credentials
Guys, I noticed BB was using PrintBuddy on WPChef but I can't
find any info on it. Is it new from PluginBuddy? Anyone know?
@kerry bummer...my ithemes credentials don't work either...tried to
get a new pw sent to me but they never respond to my requests
It's a new plugin I was developing
@Cherylp use the sales caht panda... they will get you fixed up
going to try and integrate it into LoopBuddy
@BB, you're developing Print Buddy?
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yeah, notice how you can click on the icon for the post and it
automatically rewrites the URL to a printer friendly page
reformats the post(content) and removes images and cleans it up
@BB, yes I did which is why I'm interested in it. It works pretty slick.
"you could also type the word ""print"" on the end of any post url...
and it will convert it to printer friendly"
@BB - I know several of us have been clamoring for which a plugin.
SWEET!
@kerry - no operators available...
@BB - I'll be interested in testing it on my own site. I don't like the
way PrintFriendly works on it.
I stepped away. What's the topic of tonight's webinar?
Impromptu overview of WebDesign.com and how to do a live
streaming event using Adobe Live Media Encoder
try writing to sales Cherylp
@Kerry or @anyone does this coupon work for wd toolkit, or just
wd.com membership?
Coupon works for both membership and toolkit
Where's the reg link?
@BB - I've been working with the City Church theme and the
Church plugin on a site. How do I get the loop of the staff page
(which is dynamically generated) to show the entries alphabetically
instead
@BB thanks :)
instead of the typical by time of entry?
@nathan, what's the ical feed address? I can't find it. (again)
@James - no registration, just show up at http://join.me/professor at
6pm central
I also put the permanent link in the sticky message area... just
refresh the browser page
K
@BB - Loop Buddy can't help me on this...because of the page
being dynamically generated...\
@Barbara, just need to modify the query
@BB - makes me tremble with fear.
@BB, I'm getting into the code more and more, and at times
actually understanding it. Unfortunately, the query I'm not
understanding so much. Maybe there's someone here that can help
me. Thx BB
@ Barbara, I'll take a look
@BB - I think I've identified where to look...in the archive-staff.php
file. I see the loop calling...and then I get lost. I'll hv to read the
Loop in the WP codex. Hopefully, that will shed some lite

